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ABSTRACT:
The application of geometric recording data and representation of open-air rock art is intrinsically so heterogeneous that new online
web platforms are required for a more efficient analysis to link all the geo-referenced information and facilitate its scientific study.
From 2015 to 2018, three geometric documentation campaigns led by the Departamento de Ingeniería Topográfica y Cartografía of
the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Spain) were completed in the area of Khatm al Melaha (Emirate of Sharjah, United Arab
Emirates) along the Gulf of Oman.
More than 370 rock art engraved motifs were documented in this area close to the southwest border with the Sultanate of Oman. All
those figures were picked in 149 stone blocks with different dimensions and morphologies, distributed along the slope of an isolated
58-meter-high elevation.
The aim of this project was to establish a protocol for the recording, analysis, preservation and prevention of this set of open-air rock
art engravings with the following actions: developing an aerial and terrestrial recording data documentation, creating and developing
a web platform called threeDcloud for visualizing three-dimensional models and web mapping, and integrating a data base by means
of different JavaScript open-source libraries.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we propose a primary methodology procedure that
allows integrating into web access of data recorded from the
archaeological area of Khatm al Melaha (Emirate of Sharjah,
United Arab Emirates), combining different geomatic
techniques at different scales from a broad yet technical
perspective. In order to improve scientific analysis, the
documenting process should always consider every aspect of
recording as well as preventive control, conservation and
interpretation. Along these lines, some open–access, web–based
2D and 3D JavaScript libraries have been created to unify,
simplify and analyse their different uses through a web platform
called threeDcloud.
The use of new technologies for recording and identifying openair rock art in nature is so diverse and the techniques applied are
often so complex that they hinder interdisciplinary
understanding, failing to provide a standardised methodology.
New development techniques are hence needed. Procedures
should be standardised to provide scientific analysis, as well as
dissemination and understanding of the generated data and its
possibilities.
Three geometric surveys were carried out between 2015 and
2018 in the archaeological area of Khatm al Melaha (Emirate of
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates) along the Gulf of Oman, led by
the Departamento de Ingeniería Topográfica y Cartografía,
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Spain). More than 370 rock
art engravings were documented in this area close to the
southwestern border with the Sultanate of Oman (Figure 1).
The engravings were carved on 149 stone blocks of different
dimensions and morphologies spread along a 58-meter high

isolated slope (Figure 2). Some of those decorated boulders are
in secondary condition, having rolled down the hill (natural
degradation processes) or having been used for some of the
modern human structures documented in the area (Figure 1. A).
Despite the high concentration of rock art panels, associated
archaeological finds were scarce: only two small undecorated
handmade pottery fragments, a couple of flint flakes, and a hand
mill fragment were found in an examination of the surface area.
In order to understand this rock art concentration from a visual
perspective, in its location it’s easy to see the N-S
communication route parallel to the Gulf of Oman, as well as
the E-W route to the interior through the Wadi al-Hilu, currently
connected by the Sharjah-Kalba highway (Jasim et al., 2016).
Apart from those artefacts, a large shell midden was found at
the foot of the hill facing East, and some circular structures (in
varying conditions) mainly along the Eastern side of the slope
but also at the top of the elevation and on the western side. Even
though they haven’t yet been defined as funeral graves, some
other nearby rock art areas have, as it is the case of Fujairah
(Ziolkowski, 1998, 2007; Ziolkowski and Hassan, 2000).
Despite being in its preliminary phase, the project has so far
seen the following achievements:
1) The creation of a wide catalogue of documentation with
strong possibilities of dissemination, such as a 2D and 3D
online repository data.
2) The integration into web access of interrelated models at
different scales.
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3) The integgration of geoomatic techniq
ques for preveentive
control, conserrvation and inteerpretation of open-air rock artt.

his site, the folllowing geomattic techniques have
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been usedd
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in alll three completed campaigns:
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engraving panels were
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ure 2. Current panoramic vieew of the arch
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Figu
Khattm al Melaha frrom the coast.
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nsive archaeolo
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d in the entiree
archaaeological site in order to doocument each rock
r
engravingg
with close range photogrammetriic techniques and
a a database..
The results were thee finding of 1499 block stones with more thann
370 rock
r
art engravings.
- Diigital treatmentt of the imagees and digital tracing of thee
motifs by using ortthophotos. Thiss sort of images is not just ann
isolaated tracing, giving us innformation in many wayss
(morrphological, preservation, suppport context). Decorrelationn
stretcch by DStretch
h and radiance scaling by Meshlab (Carrero-Pazo
os et al., 2017) have been tessted on the tex
xture of the 3D
D
model.
K
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Figure 1. A) Location of Khatm
border with the Sultanate of Oman (Naturaal Earth & ArcG
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mirate of Sharjahh, UAE). B) Cu
urrent satellite im
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Imagery) (Em
on Google Satellite view. C) Contrast of the coastline annd
mation of the arcchaeological lan
ndscape with thhe
transform
CORONA S
Satellite image DS1116-2202D
DA031 on Mayy 2,
USGS, EROS).
1972 (U
2. GOALS AN
ND METHODO
OLOGY
The main goaal of this projject is to estab
blish a protocool for
recording andd preserving thhis group of engravings
e
with
th the
following actioons:
A. Develop a multi-scalar doocumentation (F
Figure 3) in ordder to
understand eacch rock art pannel, the relation
nship among theem as
well as theeir logical geospatial
g
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o
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o
while there
d
obtained when
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recording. In oorder to developp the archaeolo
ogical document
ntation
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NSS RTK – PPK
P
(2015, 20 16, 2018). Alll surveys weree
georeferenced with a GNSS RTK Leica GRX123
30 by means off
Post--Processed Kinematic techniquues (PPK).
B. To
T launch a database that is innterrelated and integrated intoo
web pages in orderr to obtain a m
more detailed an
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m
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C
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ure 4. In-site wo
ork methodologgy with an Eyessmap tablet and
Figu
SteereoTargets (Ovvejero, 2016).
The system is based on the distribbution of a basse line betweenn
get markers too
two cameras that require severral StereoTarg
captu
ure the surfacee at a 1.5-metr
tre distance. At
A this workingg
distaance, the higheest deviation ffrom the mod
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a GN
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o the wholee
archaaeological site (72 ha.) at a 1120-metre heig
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d was a G9X Canon
C
camera w
with a 20-mp resolution.
r
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nerate a 3D-m
model and a high-resolutionn
ophoto of the working
w
area (Fiigure 5). Severral GCP controll
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orderr to monitor the final model. The absolute camera
c
positionn
(meaan uncertainty) was 0.024(X) 00.025(Y) 0.039(Z).

d
(abovee) through a webb
Figure 3. Example of a database
mapping linkeed to the variouus data (survey form field sketcches,
aerial and terrrestrial picturess, 3D mesh, large point cloud, 360
immersive vieew, de-correlatiion view, etc); (below)
(
survey field
texture doocumentation with
w a standardizzed colour chart
rt.
3. DATA ACQUISITIO
ON
3.1 Eyes map
p tablet
In November 22015, a first documenting cam
mpaign of 22 sellected
open-air rock arts from the archaeological site was comppleted
was to
with Eyesmapp (Figure 4) syystem (ecapturre). The aim w
create a prelim
minary documeentation of both
h ortophotos annd 3D
models (Ovejeero, 2016).

ure 5. Dense point cloud obtainned by aerial ph
hotogrammetry
Figu
g Agisoft Metasshape software.
using
hotogrammetryy
3.3 Terrestrial ph
018, an intensive compiling ccampaign of eaach of the rockk
In 20
art engravings was
w
finally completed with
w
terrestriall
photogrammetry teechniques usingg a 6D Canno
on with a 50-mitre lens. For each of the 1559 models, a caalibrated colourr
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chartt was used to get
g a radiometrric adjustment of the images..
How
wever, since som
me of the resultlting images an
nd models weree
going to be used for
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with an annular flassh to obtain hom
lateral slave flash was
w also used too reproduce a steeady volume inn
ould later be used for a better stylisticc
the model that co
classsification (Figurre 6).
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g
recorrding data (that is, digitally pro
ocessed imagess
the geometric
and digital tracing)) yields a coheerent workflow that combiness
the results
r
of each documenting
d
prrocess.
Moreeover, our goal is to present noot just an image of an isolatedd
tracin
ng, but to high
hlight the imagee of a tracing with
w its originall
conteext (Figure 7). Such treatmentt of the tracing gives essentiall
inforrmation for glo
obal studies off rock panels: its connectionn
with the volumetricc component off the shelter (wh
hich determiness
the reading of th
he representedd setting), the definition off
preseervation elemen
nts, both naturral (cracks, fisssures, flacking,,
etc) or
o anthropic; orr even those rellated with widespread.

Figure 6. Raw
w image acquiired with indirect light durinng the
night (panel 668) (above). Figure
F
6.1-6.2 High resolutioon 3D
model and deetail. Figure 6.33 3D model with
w radiance sccaling
processed witth Meshlab. Figgure 6.4 Final 3D model texxtured
with decorrelaation stretch in colorspace
c
YBK
K (DStretch).
4. DIGIT
TAL TRACING
On rock-art sttudies it is “im
mperative the faithful
fa
restitutiion of
the artworks aand their suppoorts” (Sauvet, 2011:
2
14). Thee need
to overcome thhe concept of “tracing”,
“
as an image isolatedd from
its support, has already beeen referred in many other stuudies.
Tracing has aalways been an
a extraordinary
y tool for diff
fferent
reasons (Lorbblanchet, 19933). On the one
o
hand, it helps
clarifying som
me unsolved isssues; on the oth
her hand it maakes it
possible for uus to learn aboout the real nature of what itt was
represented. B
By providing a clearer imagee of the tracingg, the
preserved mottifs can be bettter understood, which in turn helps
us identify ppatterns of suuperimpositionss between figgures.
Consequently,, once we have analysed in detail the decoorated
panels during the elaborationn process, we will
w be able to share
our study withh researchers annd with a generaal audience.
This idea was already held in the first publlications about rockart sites. See, for example, thhose drawings from different parts
of the Worlld (Bahn, 19997) or the very first geeneral
representationn of a Palaeollithic cave artt, the “polychhrome
ceiling” of A
Altamira carrieed out by Pau
ul Ratier (Sannz de
Sautuola, 18800).
Regarding anaalogical tracing, this can be eitther direct or ind
ndirect
(the last one uuses photographhs or projected slides). It wouuld be
expected from
m analogical trracing to be an
n impartial proocess,
considering thhat tracing direectly from the model wouldd give
little margin to personal innterpretations, but
b this is far from
being the casee. It is possiblee to appreciate differences bettween
tracings of thee same motif, even
e
when usin
ng digital technniques
(Le Quellec et al., 2015). In certain cases this coulld be
explained by pperspective chaanges or distortiions generated when
making a neaat copy (going from a 3D reaality to a 2D pplate),
because of tthe method used
u
(direct trracing followeed by
laboratory worrk without any verification step), due to a diff
fferent
visibility of thhe motif througghout the yearss, or because oof the
different skillss of the tracing creator.
We have applied a digital traacing method by
b using orthopphotos
and a digital iimage treatmennt by DStretch (Figure 10). Deespite
not being a methodologicaal innovation in
i itself, it caan be
defined as a sstate of art-techhnologies, takin
ng into accounnt that
many researchh teams are using
u
similar standards (RoggerioCandelera et aal., 2011; Le Quuellec et al., 20
013; Domingo, 22014;
Bea and Anngás, 2017), even
e
with reg
gard to engraavings
(Defrasne, 2014; Robin, 20115). What can be considered truly
m
to
o this area, becaause it
innovative is aapplying such methodology
goes beyond traditional documentation
d
procedures annd it
renders highlyy accurate resuults. This, togetther with the reest of

ure 7. There aree different phasees on digital traacing of one of
Figu
the engraved mottifs. ID-13 repreesents an ibex with
w its body
paartially filled. Some
S
fissures annd cracks have affected the
preservation
p
of the figure, espeecially on its hin
nds and the
beginning of tthe horns.
4.1 Methodology
The tracing generation process is ssimple and could be describedd
as an
n indirect system. From the or
original images,, an orthophotoo
and a 3D texture arre created from
m the model (Figure 7.1). Thee
imag
ge is subsequently processedd with a varietty of DStretchh
filterrs that de-corrrelate colour (F
(Figure 7.2), creating
c
falselyy
colou
ured images th
hat emphasise certain spectru
ums. This stepp
allow
ws clearer obseervation of thee images. All images
i
createdd
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were edited with Photoshop, using several tools such as Magic
Wand, Lace Tool and Colour Range Command, depending on
the specific needs of each area of the image. Those pixels that
do not correspond with the engraved area are eliminated, and
the image is isolated in a particular layer to show the rock art
engraving separated from its physical support.
Additionally, a copy of the original image is created with
lowered opacity in a different layer. The tracing previously
created is superimposed onto this image, thus highlighting the
engraving while presenting visual information about the
physical support in which it was created (Figures 7.3 and 7.5).
There are multiple possibilities of quickly modifying the tracing
once obtained, being a versatile method that allows for a variety
of results depending on the needs (Figures 7.4 and 7.5).
Alternatively, other automatized systems such as Meshlab and
DStretch were tested on the 3D model texture highlighting the
latter (Figure 6).
5. ABOUT OPEN-AIR ROCK ART: CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN ROCK ART AND LANDSCAPE
TOPOGRAPHY
Even though there are some studies relating to rock-art in
Arabia (Anati, 1968a, 1968b, 1968c, 1972, 1974; Bednarik and
Khan, 2005, 2017; Khan, 2007, 2013; Newton and Zarins,
2000), those located in the United Arab Emirates are less
numerous (Ziolkowski, 1998, 2007; Ziolkowski and Hassan,
2000). Despite being in its preliminary stage, this project has an
inductive approach that goes from the particular to the general,
classifying the rock-art motifs according to a distinctive
classification in order to compare it to those from other areas.
Therefore, in this initial phase of the project, we have tried to
classify the documented study at Khatm al Melaha according to
four different parameters: style, technique, topic and colour of
the patina, all of them concerning the particularities of the
region.
5.1 Style
Ascribing a specific artistic style to one culture or historical
period seems a rather confusing task. In the debate about the
appropriateness of the term “art” for graphic prehistoric
representations, the discussion about the concept “style” has
some interest.
The idea of style appears somewhat confusing for
archaeologists and pre-historians, being “one of the most
difficult concepts in the lexicon of art and one of the chief areas
of debate in Aesthetics and Art History” (Turner, 1996).
Nevertheless, we consider that this term is essential for
interpretation as well as for many other fields, such as art
history, social studies, etc. Understanding the term as a coherent
system of qualities in a certain period, it is also worth
highlighting that, for prehistoric rock-art, the term should refer
to a wider social group and not to an individual personality.
As we see it, rock-art studies should look into a way of
examining the morphological variations of representations to
see what type of results about prehistoric societies would a
stylistic analysis render. We should inquire what type of formal
variables constitute a specific style and try to define the status
of the cultural, social and material processes that circumscribe it
and materialize it as a cultural characteristic (Roe, 1995: 27).
The challenge is to set those goals that let us single out groups
of attributes that can be used to identify certain processes from
the past (Carr and Neitzel, 1995). We should understand style
not only as a means of doing something but rather as the
representation of an idea, since the term surpasses its technical
specifications.

Since the end of 20th century some debates have taken place
about the idea of style in archaeology, its main line being the
discussion about the following questions: how should
conceptual style be differentiated? How should function and
technology be distinguished in operational contexts? Which
factors determine a style? How important is the context in
determining a style? What characteristics of a given style are
more or less important when reconstructing processes from the
past as well as ancient conditions and social units? (Carr and
Neitzel, 1995: 6).
To our view, the main line of the debate should focus in
establishing those attributes that better differentiate a group of
given representations so as to recognize those elements,
qualities, proprieties and particularities that delimit a “style”. A
number of questions then arouse. Would it be possible to isolate
a given number of attributes and compare them, in order to
interpret their ideological meaning through the contextual
associations in the archaeological language? Do the structural
aspects of a style always indicate a specific ethnic or cultural
group, or can those aspects only reflect a wide range of social
groups?
By delimiting stylistic spans in our field we will realise the
existence of ethnic regions that have their own characteristics in
different levels (the form of the representations, the connection
among them, the artistic topic, the archaeological and cultural
context, dates, etc.). We hope that the understanding of these
regions will help contribute to the general context of rock-art in
the Arabic Peninsula, its origin and evolution with consistency
in both time and space.
From more traditional views—mostly historicist—the term
“style” has been defined in material and contextual terms that
are obviously more appropriate for historicist epistemology.
Once those parameters were overcome, and perhaps as a
reaction to subsequent postulates such as those of the New
Archaeology, at the end of the 20th century more modern views
appeared. These views understood the debate about the
terminology from a rather theoretical perspective, by which
styles are seen as an active expression directed to obtaining
meaning as much as cultures and social groups are, too. They
vary depending on both the context and the historical moment,
and all of them highlight certain restrictions that determine each
style as a process, whether this is material, economical, social,
ecological... (Conkey, Soffer, 1997; Hodder, 1990). This line
has been followed by other researchers who understand “style”
as an intentional, structured system of selecting certain
dimensions of form, process or principle, function, significance,
and affect from among known, alternative possibilities to create
pleasing variability within a behavioral-artifactual corpus
(Roe, 1995: 31).
Indeed, “art is a very difficult word to use successfully” and “the
use of art as a descriptive term in relation to petroglyphs,
engravings, carvings, etc. is fraught with confusion and
subjectivity” (Ziolkowski, 1998: 23). It is for this reason that we
use the term “style” with caution even though we believe it
should not be forgotten (Clegg, 1993: 102).
Along these lines, considering our observations in our small
area of study we have established four different styles, two of
which also have specific characteristics that classify in two substyles. According to the morphological characteristics of the
engravings, these would be classified as follows:
1. Schematic; 2.1. Synthetic, 2.1. Synthetic hypertrophied; 3.1.
Stylised, 3.2. Stylised hypertrophied; 4. Abstract or Symbolic.
This project aims to establish connections between the stylistic
phases mentioned and those that have been noted in former
studies with a time-cultural value: Islamic, literate, herding and
hunting, early hunters (Anati, 1968a, 1968b, 1968c, 1972,
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1974). Given tthe preliminaryy state of this an
nalysis, we cann only
note some suuggestions, sincce we must waait to obtain rresults
from the w
whole study (style,
(
superim
mpositions, paatinas,
themes...) to establish sequennces that are sup
pposedly valid.
In any case, tthe purpose off this first part of the projectt is to
identify and develop a daata integration process from
m the
different docuumenting systtems applied. Consequently,, this
article aims too estimate how to generate a 2D
D and 3D repo sitory
that allows reesearch about common stylistic patterns oof the
engravings, sttatistics of loccation and detaailed study off each
engraving throough a web paage. It also aim
ms to find the most
appropriate m
method to integrrate interrelated
d models at diff
fferent
scales throughh the threeDclooud platform without
w
the neeed of
additional sofftware or pluggins and, ultim
mately, the findd the
combination of all these geomatic tech
hniques that leet us
progress in preeventive controol, preservation and the interprreting
of rock-art.

ptation in the th
hreeDcloud webb platform. Larg
ge point clouds
adap
ob
btained by photo
ogrammetry tecchniques with a professional
eBee mapping
m
drone (G
GSD 3.65 cm/p
px.)
- Weeb mapping GIS with the inteegration of the orthophoto andd
each
h of the blocks documented inn different layer types (Figuree
9). This
T enables anaalysing the diffe
ferent styles and
d morphologiess
of th
he rock art sto
one blocks thrroughout the entire
e
recordedd
archaaeological site.

6. RESULTS
R
In order to putt the technology into full effecct, we need to ccreate
methods that ccan be easily sppread through 2D
2 and 3D dataabases
in web settings. This kind of data allows forr instant viewinng and
analysis, since it offers vallid graphic and metric data from
three-dimensioonal models. User-level in
nteractive dataabases
stored in JavaScript files in browsers
b
(whicch integrate WeebGL)
favour free disseminationn, since theey provide more
comprehensivee aspects, both technical and scientific.
s
The libraries uused for each off the functions of this web plaatform
are the followiing:
- Programminng language useed: PHP / Javasccript / HTML
- Database: M
MySQL
- Operating Syystem, OS (Winndows, Linux, etc).
- Apache servver
- JavaScript llibraries used for the differrent viewers ((Point
Cloud, VR360, GIS, etc):
 Poinnt Cloud: thhree.js, jqueryy, laszip, Pllas.io,
OpenLayers3, proj44js, tween, il8next
 VR3360: Krpano Paanorama Viewerr
 GIS: Leaflet, qgis22web, OpenStreeetMap
 Messh: three.js, MA
A3D, DStretch
 RoaddView: krpano, google maps
A general 3D point cloud off the hill, as weell as digital m
models
for each engraaved block (Figgure 8). This is meant to visuualize
and render larrge point cloudds based on WeebGL, a standarrd for
rendering 3D graphics from any browser that supports it . It is
not only usedd as a viewerr, but also haas certain toolls for
processing annd using pointt cloud, such as profiling, area,
volume, disttance and heeight measureements, elevaations,
classification oof point clouds and layers diviision.

Figure 9. Location of each oppen rock art panel in the
archaeological site with an ortthophoto by tilees in a web
map
pping (EPSG:32640). Distribuution, stylistic differentiation,
d
o the remaining of the data reco
orded.
and link to
D Mesh with thee possibility off digital enhancement with thee
- 3D
de-co
orrelation view
w based on indirect systeem (vid. 4.1),,
DStrretch and Mesh
hlab (radiance scaling) (Figu
ure 6). This iss
clearrly an improvem
ment in the view
w over some rep
presentations.

Figure 8. Poinnt cloud of Khattm al Melaha (U
UAE) archaeoloogical
site visuaalized with Potrree (free open-source WebGL)),
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models have been completed,
c
new
w studies relating all settlementt
patteerns from the hill to their connection wiith the formerr
coasttline and the N--S communicatition route will be
b established.
AC
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Figure 10. R
Rock art engravving sample of site number 344 in
Khatm al Meelaha (UAE). Conversion
C
of th
he 3D model inn the
open-sourcee MeshLab from
m OBJ mesh to JavaScript form
mats
fr
RGB (abov
ve) and 3D texttured
(JSON). 3D textured mesh from
mesh from
m de-correlationn view through DStretch plugin
in
(enhancement YDT, geen purpose, yelllows) (below).
- 360-degree sspherical views from different points of the hhill, in
order to improove the spatial understanding
u
of
o the archaeoloogical
site from an im
mmersive persppective.
7. CO
ONCLUSION
Following on the preliminarry phase of thiss research, in w
which
o
in all three
we are integraating and analyysing the data obtained
completed surrveys, in this paper we prop
pose the folloowing.
Firstly, we puut forward an appproximation to how to generrate a
2D and 3D oonline repositorry data to stud
dy common styylistic
patterns of enggravings, dispeersion models, and
a detailed ana
nalysis
of each engravving through a common web page. Secondly
ly, we
propose a metthod that integraates interrelated
d models at diff
fferent
scales throughh a web platforrm (threeDclou
ud) without thee need
for additional software or pllugins. Finally,, we suggest thhat in
combining theese geomatics techniques
t
will advance our eefforts
in preventive control, conseervation and interpretation oof the
open-air rock aart.
As conclusionn, the success of a process in data
d recording openair rock art tthat standardisses techniques lies in simpliifying
systems, whicch is a commoon goal of currrent research. F
For a
process to bbe fully impllemented, it must
m
allow ppublic
management oof geometric reesults, through technical, scieentific
and intellectuual property consensus. Data should be eeasily
accessible bothh graphically annd metrically, moving
m
towardss selfmanagement aand permitting the use of these tools in reseearch.
Democratisatioon of technologgy has repeated
dly taken placee over
the last 150 yyears in photoography, aviation, computingg, and
currently in tthe use of droone or RPAS with
w
geometricc and
graphic aims, applying remote sensing techniques inn the
recording of uunexcavated arrchaeological sites. Nowaday s, the
challenge lies in the use of all this varied data in a recoording
process usefull for both scienntific research and
a disseminatiion in
the field of open-air rock art.
8. FUT
TURE WORK
This research has representedd a preliminary
y study in Khattm Al
Melaha, focussing in systemaatic prospection
n as well as inn both
metric and graaphic documenntation. It will be completed iin the
following yeears with new
n
archaeolo
ogical interveention
campaigns. Thhe aim is to yiield common stylistic
s
patternns that
support the sstyles proposedd from the prrospection of other
nearby access areas furtheer inland. On
nce the digitaal 2D
information rrepository and the remaining
g three-dimenssional
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